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Annual Precipitation Regime of Minnesota
RICHARD

H.

SKAGGS*

ABSTRACT - Eigenvalues and eigenvectors computed on 30-year normals indicate an unusually
high spatial homogeneity of annual precipitation curve shape in Minnesota. The generalized shape
accounts for about 99 per cent of the observed variance and meshes well with the overall pattern
of the central United States. Interesting deviations do occur, however. These deviations suggest
fundamental questions about precipitation-causing processes which should be investigated in the
fut.ure.

The precipitation climatology of Minnesota has been
recently summarized by Baker, Haines, and Strube
[1967). In examining their detailed data presentations,
shape homogeneity of the annual precipitation regime
becomes apparent. Shape homogeneity may be defined as
the relative amounts of precipitation per month, rather
than the absolute amount.
Study of the spatial distribution of the degree of annual precipitation regime shape homogeneity is important
for several reasons. Not the least of these are questions
about spatial variations of precipitation processes which
can be suggested. Thus, it is interesting to ask whether
this homogeneity really exists and what the answer implies for precipitation processes.
The purpose, then, of this paper is two-fold. First, the
degree of homogeneity among annual precipitation curves
as observed at 64 stations in Minnesota is derived. To
do this the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the annual
precipitation regimes at these stations are calculated.
These, as will be shown shortly, indicate both the predominate curve shape or shapes and the degree to which
each shape fits the observed curves at each station. The
second objective is to comment on the questions about
precipitation processes.
Data from 64 stations
Perhaps the most expeditious way of describing the
calculations and meaning of eigenvectors and eigenvalues
is to consider each of the 64 precipitation stations in
Minnesota which have 30-year normals (taken from:
Baker, et. al., 1967) as a twelve-component vector X.
The twelve components of X are the normal monthly
precipitation values. Now, we can mentally visualize each
precipitation station as the endpoint of a vector drawn
from the origin of the 12-axes vector space. Each axis is
a month, and the location of each precipitation station in
this 12-space is given by the 12 monthly precipitation
values. If stations have similar annual precipitation regimes, they will be located close together in the vector
space, (i.e., a cluster in hyperspace), while if they are
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dissimilar, they will be located relatively far apart. Obviously, the amount of precipitation is still important in
the above formulation; however, the data are normalized in the calculations so that the size component drops
out. Thus, we shall be dealing with only the shape of the
annual precipitation curves.
Finding the eigenvectors and 1::igenvalues of the annual
precipitation regime over Minnesota involves determining that set of eigenvectors which best describes the cluster ( s) of points in the vector space outlined above. The
eigenvectors will be 12-component vectors which characterize the distribution of points in the problem space. In
general, not all of the eigenvectors will be equally important in this description. Rather we should be able to
rank the eigenvectors in order of importance on the basis
of the associated eigenvalues. This is possible because
the ith. eigenvalue, Ai, represents the amount of variance
accounted for the ith. eigenvector, Xi. Furthermore, the
sum of the eigenvalues is the total variance so that the
relative importance may be readily determined by forming the ratio: >-JI>-1, for each i.
The outline of the actual computations may be
sketched as follows [after Stidd, 1967]. Let P be a 12 by
64 matrix of precipitation amounts with months as rows
and stations as columns. If we take the transpose of P,
P', and multiply on the right, we have PP' = A ( l)
where A is a 12 by 12 real, symmetrical matrix. The
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalization of A and normalization of the resultant eigenvectors. These calculations were performed on the CDC
6600 computer operated by the University of Minnesota.
Two eigenvectors analyzed
The results of this study are best discussed by first referring to the eigenvalues given in Table 1. In this table
the eigenvalues are arranged in descending order of importance (and not in order of extraction), and both the
absolute value and the per cent of variance explained are
listed. As can be easily seen in Table 1, the first eigenvector accounts for better than 99 per cent of the variance in annual precipitation regime shape. Thus, it is
concluded that the annual precipitation curve shape is
inordinately homogeneous over Minnesota. In reality, it
is not necessary to go beyond the first eigenvector in describing the annual precipitation regime over Minnesota.
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TABLE 1. The set of 12 eigenvalues of mean monthly precipitation data arranged in order
of magnitude and per cent mean-square reduction.
Eigenvalues
4588 .94

15.69

9.82

4.70

4.22

2.43

1.74

1.42

0.90

0.47

0.21

0.13

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

Per Cent Mean-Square Reduction
99.09

0.33

0.21

0.10

0.09

0.05

However, the second eigenvector, which accounts for
about 0.33 per cent of the variance, merits consideration
because of the interesting things it suggests about precipitation processes.
What, then, is the predominate shape of the annual
precipitation regime over Minnesota? Figure 1 shows a
line graph of the first eigenvector. The ordinate of the
graph is scaled arbitrarily, because the eigenves;tors
themselves are normalized and have no units. However,
the relative values from month to month are truly shown.
The precipitation amounts increase at an increasing rate
until the primary maximum is reached in June; then
there is a small, sharp dip during July, followed by a secondary maximum during August. Thereafter precipitation decreases monotonically during the fall and early
winter.
Double maxima rainfall regimes such as described
above are typical in the central United States [Trewartha,
1961]. Three major subtypes have been distinguished. In
Texas, northeastern New Mexico, and parts of Oklahoma the primary peak occurs in May, followed by a
secondary minimum and then a second maximum in September. The annual rainfall regime for much of the upper Mississippi River Valley and the lower Great Lakes
is also double maximum, but the maxima are in June
and September. Finally, the Northern and North Central
Plains appear to have only a bench of precipitation during August and September rather than a true secondary
maximum.
The data presented here show clearly that Minnesota
rainfall statistics fit well into this overall scheme. It
would appear that Minnesota represents a transition between the Northern Plains and the Lower Great Lakes
types given in Trewartha. It is, however, pertinent to ask
whether the first eigenvector, with its double summer
maximum, fits equally well over the whole state of Minnesota.
Figure 2 shows a map of the so-called multipliers of
the first eigenvector. Multipliers represent the values by
which the matrix of eigenvectors must be multiplied in
order to reproduce the original precipitation matrix ( the
area scores of factor analysis). Formally, if we let E'
represent the transpose of the eigenvector matrix then
[Stidd, 1967]:
E'P = M
(2)
defines a matrix of multipliers such that
P = EM.
(3)
Thus, M is a 12 by 64 matrix containing values which
can be used to assess the importance of each eigenvector
for a particular location. Obviously, the larger the multi-
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0.03

0.03

plier the more important the eigenvector is in describing
the observed annual precipitation shape. The isopleth
map of multipliers is that shown in Figure 2.
The spatial distribution of first eigenvector multipliers
has a general gradient from high values in the southeast
to low values in the northwest. However, the gradient is
not smooth. Rather, there is a band of rapid change
whose centroid is marked approximately by the isopleth
of eight. This situation leaves the southeast and northwest as rather homogeneous, with a zone of rapid change
between. It should be re-emphasized, however, that the
eigenvalues indicate that the changes are very minor indeed.
Even though spatial variations in the shape of the annual precipitation curves appear to be minor, the second
eigenvector, as shown in Figure 3, is negative from January through June, with the primary minimum in the latter month. The July component is strongly positive, after
which the component values decrease, with an especially
rapid decline in August.
Interpreting the shape

There are two readily apparent functions that this second eigenvector shape can play in describing the annual
precipitation regime in Minnesota. First, the large July
component may change the curve shape for those stations which do not have a secondary minimum during
July. Second, areas of relatively high spring precipitation
can be accommodated by a negative multiplier on the
second eigenvector. Likewise, a station with relatively
more precipitation during the fall could be shown by a
positive multiplier on the second eigenvector. It is advisable at this point to look at a map of second eigenvector multipliers and interpret it in light of the above comments.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the importance of the second eigenvector. Obviously, the northern
one-third to one-half of the state shows positive multipliers and the southern part has negative multipliers.
Thus, each of the two parts may be discussed individually.
In the northern portion where the multipliers arc positive, the effects of both fall precipitation and the Jack of
a secondary minimum in July are indicated. The Arrowhead portion of northeast Minnesota shows a definite
tendency for relatively greater fall precipitation over
spring precipitation. The evidence is to be found in Figures 35 and 37 in Baker, et al. [1967) . The northwest
shows the same tendency, although not so clearly. Early
snowfall of substantial amounts is important in the extreme northeast. On the other hand, the north central
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3. Line graph of the shape of the second eigenvector.
Months indicated by letters.

Line graph of the shape of the first eigenvector.
Months are indicated by initial letters.
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2. Isopleth map of the multipliers of the first
eigenvector.

lakes region appears to lack or at least has a substantially reduced July secondary minimum, for which the
second eigenvector accounts.
The southern part of the state has negative multipliers
which tend to reach a minimum in the southwest. These
values are interpreted as indications of excess of spring
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4. Isopleth map of the multipliers of the second
eigenvector.

over fall precipitation, and graphs for the individual stations generally bear out this. However, Figures 35 and
37 in Baker, et al., [1967] clearly show this tendency
reaching a maximum in the southwest, where the multipliers on the second eigenvector are less than -0.5. Conditions in the southwest during the fall are drouthlike
compared with other areas.
lnter,p retations and Conclusions:
At the outset it was stated that analysis of the annual
precipitation curve form could lead to questions and con-
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clusions about precipitation processes. The most general
statement which can be made is that annual precipitation
over Minnesota follows the traditional continental, midlatitude regime. However, the interesting features are the
strong degree of homogeneity over the state and reasons
for the more major deviations.
Any explanation of process must account for several
items. First, the July minimum of precipitation, for
which no previous explanation has been particularly satisfying. Appeal to the seasonal shift in storm tracks is
often made and argued with much vigor and logic [see :
Trewartha, I 961 }. But it must be remembered that storm
tracks are fundamentally effects, not causes. Thus, a
more basic explanation involving the full three-dimensional character of the atmosphere must be sought.
The reason or reasons for a wetter fall than spring in
the north and conversely in the south must a}so be
sought. It is likely that the reasons are tied up wit11 those
needed for the full annual pattern. The literature is sin-

gularly mute on this subject as well as on the causes for
the lack of a July secondary minimum in north central
Minnesota. These, then, remain as problems - problems
suggested by the summarizing and explicating technique
of extracting the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of annual
precipitation.
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Postwar Industrial Locations
,n Minneapolis-St. Paul Area
ROGER PRESTWICH*
ABSTRACT - The spatial and temporal dynamism of manufacturing industry in a metropolitan area
is a vital aspect of urban morphology. The Twin City area is analyzed with respect lo changing
overall patterns of industrial location over the time period 1946 to 1967. A centralizing tendency
strongly emerged in the early years, but a marked decentralization prevailed later. The city
boundary proved to be an economic as well as a political and socio-cultural barrier in terms of
plant relocation. Decisions were dominated by space considerations, transportation technology and
availability, and zoning regulations. The pattern of suburbanization of manufacturing, which
occurred somewhat belatedly in the Twin Cities, seems likely lo continue, especially in the west and
south, although with modifications due to highway and airport developments.

A well-established pattern of industrial localization in
any city exerts considerable influence on the other patterns of economic activity. However, the pattern existing
at any point in time is by no means stable and unchanging-the location of manufacturing activity within a metropolitan area is a dynamic phenomenon both spatially
and temporally and can, therefore, have substantial impact on the growth or decay patterns of the whole metropolitan area. (Pred; 1964)
Vital aspects of these changing patterns are to be
found in the physical plant locations of manufacturing
firms which are completely new to a metropolitan area
and those which are changing their location within the

* ROGER PRESTWICH received his B.A. (Econ.) degree in
1964, with Honors in Geography, and his Diploma in Education in 1965 from the University of Sheffield, England.
He was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship for graduate study
at the University of Minnesota, received the M.A. in 1968
and Ph.C. in 1969. He is currently an Instructor in Geography at Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.
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area (intrametropolitan relocation). Such relocation
often involves the physical shift of plant, capital, and labor from the city core to the suburbs-a process referred
to as decentralization or suburbanization. This process
also involves the shift in emphasis from core to suburbs
caused by new plants locating in the latter rather than in
the fonner. There are, however, both new and relocating
plants which locate in the older core areas, so that "relocation" and "suburbanization" are not synonymous.
Centripetal and centrifugal flows are both involved.
The concern here is not so much with the specific factors influencing plant location in Minneapolis-St. Paul,
but rather with the spatial patterns resulting from location decisions. This is in the belief that the descriptions
and analyses of the complex areal patterns associated
with manufacturing activity on the metropolitan scale
will in themselves inevitably involve consideration of location factors. Indeed, one aspect of locational analysis
not often stressed is the probability that those factors influencing location are as dynamic as is the location process itself.
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